
!KC' PIRO	 P
17 December 1964

SUBJECT: 15 December 1964 Oeeting with J. RAUS

1.. CI* :December 1964 the undersigned was advised by SR/O/AC that J. RAUS
hat 0100Nr . jiHthe SR/O/AC . operational sterile phone, requesting that the
mder$40040	 him at his-plaCe of work. ton. the undersimed contacted
RAUS shve	 tes later, RAUS reported that his wife had phonelto report
that	 1 had-celled atthe RAUS residence in Hyattsville to deliver

-	 RAMS.concerning a suit which had been filed against himiargeraz
'Man&	 As RAUS himself was net acquainted with the details the
undettielIalined-to meet with him until the following day and suggested
that	 ifUlly- acquaint himself with all details and Make copies of the
ssmigaia Or the -undersigned.

2. The foregoing, as well as the background of the RAUS-HEINE case, was
reratajd to WOE, SR/Cl/I and to Deputy Chief, SR/CLimandistely thereafter
and Deputy Chief, SR/CI authorized the undersigned to meet with RAVS.

' 3. The undersigned net with J. MIS at the latter's Hyattsville residence
on IS Decamher1964 from about 10 to ITAD hours. The following information
is pertinent to this meeting: it" "-c°

SJ	 turned over the attached Maryland District Court "Summons"
te aw elatttaier with RAUS' report on the "Rudolf SIRGE Affair".

b. Significantly, the "SuMMOnS" was filed on 6 November 1964 allinsugh
the statute of limitations would have expired on 9 November 1964. Further,
though the "Suns" was filed on 6 Ncivember 1964, it was not delivered to
RAUS by the U.S. Marshall until 14 December 1964.

c. According to RAUS, the contents of the complaint are not entirely
accurate. In paragraph 5, RAUS is being accused of having stated that "...Eerik
HEINE is a Ctomunist...Eerik HEINE is a KGB agent...". According to RAM, he
never made the first statement to the effect that HEINE is a Communist;
further, he states that concerning the second statement, he stated only

advised".:.I hate been a lised Le responsible U.S. Government security officials
Oat RHINE issuspected of being a Soviet agent..." In paragraphs 6 and 7 RAPS
is being accused of having repeated the statements cOncerning HEINE in thc
presence of Auguat KUKLANE. BAILS denies having done so. According to RAO,
KUKLANE, who is a Birdhite is grinding his ax against RAUS because of other
personal disagreements. BÂUS states that he has witnesses to prove that ho
made no such stateudnts to KUKLVE.

d. RAUS indicated that he does not have q ,000.00, let alone $19,010.90
or the additional Simpoo.00 which HEINE wishes to recover from RAUS For heino
slandered.
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e. RAUS repeated his usual Spiel that since the hgency was responsible

for this incident that he had no recourse but to turn to the Agency for assistance.

f. The undersigned instructed IMWS
undersigned had checked potters out with the
told that the undersigned would contact RAUS
if any, could or should be undertaken. PAUS

4. The ((Aiming generally summarizes the background of the iMINE case:

a. Eerik HEINE appeared in the American Embassy in Bonn in ca November
1956 to report the following about his background:

1) Ile had just been repatriated to West Germany by the Soviets
from a Soviet concentration canp after the KGB had apparently mistaken him, an
Estonian for a German EN,

2) He indicated that he had organized anti-Soviet underground
units, consisting of Great Russians, in two concentration:camps in the USSR.
Ue further indicated that he was in contact with the Estonian partisan under-,
ground in Soviet Estonia. He attempted to interest the Americans end AIS,c-4,42
rendering him assistance, and into using his services, to Furnish arms and
weapons to the underground elements in the concentration can and to furnish
logictical and other support to the Estonian underground. HEINE came armed
with means of communication and charnels through which he proposed to
transmitt his material to the USSR. Further, HEINE volunteered his services
to MS to return to Soviet Eetonia in order to direct the Estonian underground.

3) HEINE's story was considered by all concerned at the time to
be suspect and HEINE was considered to be a Soviet penetration agent who had
been dispatched to the West, under the guise of a repetriate, to entice MS
into the classic provocation operation leading to a Soviet controlled network
inside the USSR. The American Embassy in Bonn I	 refused
to have anything further to do with HEINE and SOB dispiayee tartly mild interest
by dispatching a Baltic principal agent who made a mild attempt at debriefing
URINE.

4) The.Story of EEINE's background was briefly as follows: When
the Soviets arrived In. Estonia in 1940, HEINE was an ardent nationalist who
attracted attention.Whimself by tearing down Soviet flags, storming Soviet
buildings, at cetera. The NKVD arrested his parents and held them hostage
until URINE surrogated himself to tho NKVD sometime later. HEINE was than
imprisfted by the NXVD in Estonia until sometime in 1941 when the NKVI) packed
HEINE into a train and repatriated him to Germany (some German extraction was
found in his background and his parents had in the meantime been authorized
by the Soviets to emigrate to Germany). In Germany he promptly volunteered
for and joined the Estoniannmilitary elements im the German army. Ultimately

to take no action until the
Agency legal personnel. RAUS was
and advise him further what action,
agreed to abide by these instructions.
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HEINE returned to Estonia as an officer of the German army where he served in the
SD, In 1944 MINS was reportedly injured in combat and taken PW by the Soviet
Army. Though dressed in a German SD uniform, HEINE denied that he was a
German and confessed his Estonian extraction. As a result, he was arrested by the
MCB and held in CB prisons in Tallinn from 1944 through 1946. In 1946 he
reportedly escaped from the NCB prison and went into the Estonian underground.
liscontioued to function withing the Estonian underground from 1946 until 1950.
Among his other exploits as an Estonian partisan, he reportedly succeeded in
passing himself off as an MGB officer, in travelling to Siberia, and in
liberating some 7 Estonians from a Soviet concentration camp; else, he repertedly
succeeded in penetrating the NKYD establishment in Estonia. Upon his arrest
in 1950, at the time that most of the Estonian underground was rolled up, HEINE
was sentenced to death; however, this was later commuted and he received a
25 year sentence. As soon as he was *Used in Soviet concentration camps, he
began Orgeniting the anti-Soviet underground unite and reportedly made several
Save attempts. As a result he was under constant Malaterregation and was
transferred deeper into Siberia. This permitted him to organize the anti-
Soviet underground units in more than one■Siberian concentration camp. For
approximately 8 months prior to his "repatriation", he was under constant KGB
interrogation; &Never, these interrogations abruptly ceased and the KGB
"Mistakenly" took him for a German PW and repatriated him to West Germany.

5) HEINE WAS then processed by the German authorities believed
at Valka. Shortly thereafter, probably in December 1956, HEINE emigrated to
Canada where he married his childhood sweetheart who sponsored him to Canada
Inn Germany. 'MINE continued to reside quietly in Canada, in the large
Estonian colony in Toronto, until 1962 when, with considerable fanfare, he cranked
out a movie about his underground activities. He made mild attempts, according
to SR Baltic sources, in 1957 to emigrate to the USA hut found no one in the
USA who was:willing to sponsor him.

b. In early 1963 HEINE arrived in the USA with his film, allegedly
uuder the sponsorship of the Estonian Veterans Association (of which war,
is the president) to tour the USA in order to show his movie. !MINE had
indicated in advance that he wiShed to emigrate to the USA in order to
establish a U.S. residence.

c. On 15 May 1963 CSCI-3/776,159 was sent to the 1 ,41 suemarizing
HEINE's background, transmitting the Agences suspiCions of HEINE, and informing
the FBI of HEINE's plans and itinerary in the USA. Subsequent CSCI!s were
sent to the FBI to keep the lureau au courant of HEINE's activities and contacts
in the USA.

d. Inasmuch as HEINE used the occasion of each lecture in the US
to establish close contacts with responsible Estonian leaders in the USA,
SR/Baltic Branch decided to brief a number of responsible Estonian emigre
leaders concerning HEINE's background in order to alert them not to be taken
in and to beware of flEINI3 and his wives . Amon' the various individuals



briefed was Juri RAUS, whose Veterars organization was being exploited by
HEINE and who was most directly affected as HEINE tried particularly to
establish close contacts with the leaders of the rather militant ant active
Estonian Veterans organizations in the USA. RAUS, as were the other Estonian
leaders, was generally acquainted with the full details of HEINE's background
as HEINE, during his various lectures in the USA, generally guaged his
background narrations to the tone and tenor of his audiences. Interestingly,
in relating details publicly about himself, HEINE never once repeated the same
story about himself so that even the most naive and ultra■patriwtic Estonians
found HEINE's conduct and behaviour to be sus pect. HEINE generally Used the
rah-rah approach and tried to appeal to his audience to engage An more violent
and drastic activities against the Soviets. He likewise tried te persuade
various Estonian leaders in the USA to engage in a black ballon-dispatched CA
operation into Estonia from Sweden (which was being directed by Arthur IMAM
Irma. Sweden, an identified KGB agent who recently repatriated to the USSR and
who hasppitched at least one American for the KGB in Moscow).

e. RADS, 2 young vigorous Estonian who is a Reserve captain in the
U.S. Army MI and who is an naaarana agent" of the Agency's AEDEPCT program,
concluded that HEINE was a Soviet dispatched provocateur, ad did the other
Estonian leaden who were briefed concerning the specifics of HEINE's back-
ground. Chafing at the bit as to what actionaecould be undertaken to neutXalize
HEINE, RAUS ultimately saw fit to call together the mmmbers of his ongenAzation
fren throughout the USA whom, using the Agency provided material, he likewise
acquainted with the details of HEINT's past. This occurred on 9 Noveener 1963
in New York City end was an action undertakan by him which came to the Agency's
aninsefornientasarit-octurand. RAUS, In relating the details, indicated
that he had been briefed by U.S. Government security elemerts. HEINE**
supporters In the USA, several of whom were members of the Veteran's
organization, immediately brdaght this to the attention of HEINE in Canada.

f. Oa Il January 1964 RAUS received a letter from IMINE's lawyer in
Canada. RAM was Waled that, unless he apologized and had a copy of the
apology printed in the five official Estamian emigre newspapers. HEINE would
press a suit for Ubet and slander against RAUS (and Valle Fedrang of New
York City). This matter was coordinated with the Agicy General Counsel
at this time PDS would not have apologized even if we had sowished).

g. HEINE wrote to the director of the FRI sometime in early 1964,
stating that the FBI had reportedly informed RAUS to the effect that HEM
was a suspect KGB agent. J,E. Hoover wrote back to indicate that the FBI
neither issues clearances on mm/one nor furnishes information about anybody to
private individuals. This added fuel to the fire as HIM has been making
use of this FBI letter as proof of the fact that U.S. Government security
agencies to wit the FBI, has nothing derogatory against him. Mareover, HEIEN
continued to male repeated trips to the USA to "prom" that the borders were
not closed to him, therefore again proving that US security ngerocies had
nothing against him.

£S1 MMIVR1
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S. The matter seemed then to . have died: !MIND did not preas the
suit after the IS March 1964 deadline had passed. Weever, he did attempt
to make vtrious overtures to get MUS to apolagiio, this primarily because
HEINE was being egged on by his supporters in the USA. This took the form Of
passing on to RAUS, through an associate of RAUS, Helen's disinclination to
sue RAUS if only RAUS saw fit to apologize. Also in ca garch 1964 MINE
did visit a lawyer in New York City and in ca April 1964 loather in Daltimore
in order to consult with attorneys there to take the case; the attorney's
reportedly refused to have anything to do with the matter.

S. The handling of this HEINE-RAUS . matter has been complicated by at
, least one other item. When'SR/BaltiC . desk went out of existence in ca
September 1463,. all 'Baltic case officers were instructed to disengage themselves .
from all or most of their agent asset contacts. Ihe undersigned began
phasing out hill Contacts with RAUS in accordance +deli then instructions.
RADS, who was used as a non-paid agent asset, felt that the Agency had
no right to drop hie, particularly since the pending libel suit was hanging
over his head. This came to abbailin late Deceseene1963 when RAVS established
contactyith the security offitet Of the Agencree 	 --7'who reported?
;his to C	 —3 Chief of security, who teported this to Chief, SR, •

The undersigned was then directed ! to contactRAUS in order •
4straiehtei matters out and to pacify RAILS. The undersigned accomplished !
this during eSe December 1963 Meeting. The undersigned then continued to
meet with RAILS, with the authorization and knowledge of Chief, SR/OD(, through
1964. The RAUS file reflects that during 1964 the undersigned met with
on 22 January, 27 January, 4 February, 8 March, 14 march, 24 March, 2 April,
14 April, and on 4 June 1964. RAUS also continued to phone in periodically.'
The reason for the meetings and the phone calls was to keep abreast of
developments concerning MINE and, probably more inknortant, to keep RAUS
quiet and within channels.

6. Traces on HEINE's iawyer, Ernest C. RASKAUNDS, have been requested.
However, an Agency Staff employee who has wet him and who knows of his
activities through mutual acquaintances, has indicated that RASKAUSKAS has
reportedly been in contact with the Soviet Embesse.in Kashington, D.C:
(Further details will be forthcomingthroughge	 :110ffice of security.)

7. an 16 Docexber 1964 the undersigned discussed the HEINT case with
Deputrethief, fbliC1, and, with her approval, with that...Office of the General
Counsel. t ee	 e]twas generally acquainted with the background of the
HEINE case. The following is pertinent:

a. I: 'ieandicated that an answer to the "'Summons" has to be
I.

filed; otheMse, RAUS'will be adnitting to the cveracity of the accusations
against him. The Office of the General Counsel can provide the flare of a
cleared attorney, who would be briefed by the General Counsel, to file the
answer for PALES. The con of this will be approximately $200.00 - $30n.00.
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'	 b. Once the answers is filed (the answer can be nothing more than
• that the contents of the %lumens" are false) within the specified 20 days.
RAUS will have gained a reprieve. The burden will then again be on HEINE,
or on his attorney, to request a data of the court to bring suit against
RAUS. Attorney . costs, if the case cane to court, might be around $1,000.00.
If RAUS were to lose, $110,000.00 is involved plus court costs which could
be very heavy because a portion of the court eight have to go to Canada to
or to take depositions.

c. However, the General Counsel feels that the case seems weak and
that the c;:as maight be dismissed on one of a dozen procedural grounds (e.g.
disqualify:mg the lawyer in the USA if there is something derogatory about
him, provine the falsity of the information contained 'in the "Sumons",
proving that RAUS made his statements to a "frilly type gathering" in
protection of the security of the family, etc).

d.LC: .	 :7 indicated his willingness to go ahead telth the case,
providing SA- Divistion -indicated that it wished deco. lb is willing to
accept SR Division's verbal assurance that the Office of General Counsel is
to render assistance.

e. In any case, RAUS is obliged to file an ;newer to the "Summons"
.within the specified 20 days. This expires on 2 January. The Christmas and
New Year holidays leave relatively little time between new and then.

8. Finally, the entire HEINE case is closely paialleil to the Arthur J.
HAMAN case, It will be recalled that WAN recently "defected" to the USSR
after the emigres learned the details concerning his background and began
suspetting his of being a KGB agent, which suspicions became known after the
president of the Estonian National Council in the USA made known these details
to the Estonian public (much as RAUS did when he revealed the information to
the Estonian Veterans Aseociation). AS HAMAN panicked and "defected", HEINE,
who is under the very. SANC' suspicions as was HAMAN, cannot afford to panic
into redefacting. ?tile he has not been shekels to press suit, his supporters
in the USA, as HAMAN's supporters had done in Sweden, have been ming him on
and on and on. •

9. The fact that HEINE has now also resigned from the Estonian National
Council in Canada is also significant. He did this ori the eve of a showdown

during which he would have been dismissed because of the schisms that he has
created in the Estonian emigration, in the emigre cotmcils, and because of
suspicions against him. The pretext for the resignation white saves him
fare was an anonymous ultra-nationalistic bulletin which was mailed to 3000
Estonians in Canada and the USA in defense of which HEINE rose after it was
condemned by the Estonian National Council of Canada. Significantly, the
bulletin was mailed shortly after the departure from Canada of a Sbiiet cultural'
delegation, one ember of which was a Soviet Estonian who did establish contacts
with various Estonian emigres in Canada. This has created quite a ruckus in
Canada and MINE is also under fire in this respect. '


